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I. IYI-KODUCTION 
In [I] some existence and uniqueness results were obtained for periodic 
solutions of period p of 
y”(t) -tf(f, y(t), y’(t)) -y- 0 (1) 
whcnf(t, y, y’) is continuous, satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect to 
y and y’, and satisfies a condition which generalizes periodic forcing of 
period p: f(t -, p, y, y’) =- :f(t, y, y’). In an important case there was a gap 
between the existence and the uniqueness results which is resolved here. 
Some conditions are found which ensure that (1) cannot have more than 
one almost periodic solution. This result, in conjunction with the existence 
results already known, permits the exclusion of subharmonic solutions. 
Sufficient conditions are found for (1) to be globally asymptotically con- 
vergent, meaning that if yl(t) and yz(t) are two arbitrary integral curves of (I), 
then 
and 
‘,iz I rdt) -.%(t) I = 0 
lim j y;(t) -y;(t) ! = 0. pm 
This interesting property implies the uniqueness and stability of any periodic 
solution of (1) and also furnishes a method of computing it. Levin 1[2] and 
Opial [3] have obtained the convergence results when f is linear in y and y’. 
We also obtain conditions implying the instability of any periodic solutions 
which happen to exist. 
Our methods are based on differential inequalities and boundary value 
problems which are intimately related to the Lipschitz condition satisfied 
by J We do not assume a special form for f, such as being autonomous with 
* This work was supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission. 
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a forcing term, as is commonly done, nor do we make perturbation arguments. 
The papers by Ehrmann [4] and Khokhryakov and Arkhipov [5] use techni- 
ques of the same general nature as ours to obtain some related existence 
results. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
It will be assumed throughout that f(t, y, y’) is continuous and satisfies 
a Lipschitz condition on y, y’ over [u, b] x (- CO, CO) x (- SO, CO), which 
we take in the form 
Gl(y - x, y’ - x’) <f(t, y, y’) -f(t, x, 4 < G,(Y - X,Y’ -- ~‘1 
where 
(L) 
f&y + L,Y’, if YbO and Y’ 30 
py;$ 
and Y’ GO 
(4 
K:y + L:y’: 
;: $2; 
and Y’ GO 
if YbO and Y’ b 0, 
if Y>‘-o and y’ > 0 
;; Y>O 
and Y’ GO 
YbO and Y’ 60 (3) 
if YGO and y’ > 0. 
This condition (L) is easily seen to be equivalent to the more common 
Lipschitz condition 
I f(4 Y, Y’) -.m x,x’)! <KJy--xl +Ljy’-$1 
if for the constants in (2), (3) one takes 
L,=-LL,=L>O and K,=-Kl=K>O 
but the use of(L) enables one to obtain sharper results. 
It is well known [6] that every initial value problem for (1) in such a 
case has a unique solution, and that both the solution and its derivative 
depend continuously upon the initial conditions. In addition we shall need 
the following theorem, which was proved elsewhere [7]. 
THEOREM 1. Letf(t, y, y’) be continuous and satisfy (L) ott 
[a, b] x (- oc), co) x (- co, co). 
If 
0 < b - a < a&, KJ + B(Ll, KS), 
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if 4K -L” < 0, L > 0, 
K>O (4) 
if 4K-L2=0, L >O 
otherwise; 
if 4K-Lz>O 
if 4K -L” < 0, L (0, 
K>O (5) 
if 4K-L2=0, L<O 
otherwise; 
then every first boundary value problem (1)) 
Aa> = A, ~(4 = B C-5) 
has a unique solution y(t), 
A related result that will be needed is the following lemma for differential 
inequalities. Essentially it was proved in [8]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose h, g, , g, are piecewise continuous functions on [a, b] and 
u, v are nonnegative functions with no multiple zeros satisfying 
on (a, b) with 
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for some t, E [a, b]. Let I be a maximal subinterval containing tU which does not 
contain a zero of u or v in its interior. Define 8, w on I by 
~9 = 3 - tan-l 5, 
V' 
CO= 5 - tan-’ -u 
at interior points and by continuity at endpoints. Then 
and 
Furthermore, if 
0 < w(t) < d(t) for t 6 to 
e(t) < w(t) < T for t > t, . 
then 
44l) = v(to> and u’(to> = ml), 
u(t) 2 v(t) on I 
and v’(t) has a zero between t, and any zero of u’(t) to the r&ht (left) oft,, if 
v’(tJ > 0 (< 0). 
3. PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The basic idea of the existence proofs of [l ,4, 51 is to consider the periodic 
boundary value problem 
YV> +f(t, r(t), Y’(O) = 0 (1) 
~(4 = y(b), r’(a) = Y ‘(4 (PI 
whenf(t $ b - a, y, y’) =f(t, y, y’). (I), (P) was shown in [I] to have at 
most one solution if KI > 0 and 
0 < b - a -=c 2[4L2, &J -+ ,&5 , &)I, (9) 
but the existence of at least one solution was proved only with the restriction 
that 0 < b - a < a(Lz, K,) $ ,B(L, , I$). Actually existence holds on the 
larger interval, which is what we want to show now. 
THEOREM 2. Letf(t, y, y’) be continuous and satisfy (L) on 
[a, b] x (- co, co) x (- 00, co). 
If K1 > 0 and (9) holds, then the problem (I), (P) has exactly one solution. 
COROLLARY. If, in addition to the hypotheses of the theorem, there is a 
number p such that 0 < p ,< b - a and f (t + p, y, y’) = f (6 y, Y'), then (1) 
has exactly one periodic solution of period p. 
PROOF. Uniqueness has been proven elscwhcrc [I], so only the cxistcncc 
of a solution of (I), (I-‘) \\ ill bc cstahlishcd here. Since there is nothing to 
prove if either ~1 -- I~(1,2 , k‘,) or i3 3(f,, , AZ) is infinite, \\ c’ ma! as ill 
assume that both 3 and /3 are finite. Put c -- i (u 6). ‘I’hen 
c -- u = b --- c :-- ; (b --- u) ..: a -i p. 
Denote by y(t; C, m) the solution of (I) which satisfies the initial conditions 
at t : c, 
y(c) =-: c, y’(c) -:= m. (10) 
We first show that to each number C there corresponds a unique slope m(C) 
such that 
y(a; C, m(C)) = y(b; C, m(C)), (11) 
and that m(C) is continuous. 
Since initial and first boundary value problems for (1) on subintervals of 
[a, c] and [c, b] have unique solutions, y(~; C, m) and y(b; C, m) are monotone 
functions of m which tend to x and k cc, respectively, as m tends to f oz. 
Since initial value problem solutions depend continuously upon their initial 
conditions, it follows that the difference y(b; C, m) - y(a; C, m) is a con- 
tinuous, monotone increasing function of m which maps the real line R onto R, 
hence is equal to zero for some m. Thus to each number C there corresponds 
a unique number, m(C), for which (11) holds. 
To see that m(C) is continuous, let C, be arbitrary and m, = m(C,). Let 
E > 0 and denote by 6(c) the minimum of the function 
j y(b; C, m) - y(b; C, m,) i 
over all C, m such that 1 C - C, j .< 1 and m - m,, I > E. Since y(b; C, m) 
is continuous in C, m and is monotone increasing in m for each fixed C, and 
since the difference y(b; C, m) - y(b; C, m,) vanishes only when m = m, , 
S(E) is positive. It follows that if ! C - C0 1 5:: 1, then 
implies 
y(b; C, m) - y(b; C, m,,) 1 s: a(~) 
1 m - m, I 5: E. 
But by the continuity of y(t; C, m,) with respect to C there exists a 6*(c), 
0 < 8*(c) < 1, such that 
1 
I y(b; C, m,) - y(b; C,, , m,) 1 S i S(E)) 
I y(u; C, m,) - y(a; Co , m,) I --Z Q S(E)\ 
for I c - c, I < s*(E), 
which implies 
I y(b; C, m,) - ~(a; C md I d a(c), 
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or 
I [Y& c m”> -Y(h c, m(C))1 + [Y(W c-3 40 --(a; CT m,)l I< 8(E), 
W) 
since y(b; C, m(C)) = y(a; C, m(C)), by the definition of m(C). Since both 
of the terms in square brackets in (12) are of the same sign, in view of the 
monotonicity in m, it follows that each term is bounded by S(c); i.e., 
i Y@; C, m,,> -Y@; C, m(C)) I :< a(~), 
hence 
( m0 - m(C) ) < E. 
Thus m(C) is continuous at the arbitrary point C,, , hence continuous every- 
where. 
It now follows that y’(t; C, m(C)) is continuous in C, so to prove the 
theorem it will be sufficient to show that 
y’(b; C, m(C)) - y’(a; C, m(C)) ---f + co as C-+j,oO, (13) 
since this implies that the difference must vanish for some value of C. How- 
ever, since unforced equations are easier to deal with than forced equations, we 
define 
w(t; C) = y(t; C, m(C)) - y(2; 0, m(0)). (14) 
As a function oft, rc(t; C) obviously satisfies the unforced differential equation 
w”(t) 7 F(t, w(t), w’(t)) = 0 (1% 
F(t, w, 4 - f (6 w + y(t; 0, m(O)), w’ + y’(C 0, m(0))) 
-f(c r(c 0, m(O)), r’(c 0, m(O))> 
is continuous and satisfies the Lipschitz condition (L). In fact, w(t; C) is 
precisely the solution of (15), which takes on the value C at t = c and has 
equal values at t = a and t = b; i.e., 
w(c; C) = c, w(a; C) = w(b; C). 
Hence to prove (13) it suffices to show that there exists an M > 0, independ- 
ent of C, such that 
and 
w’(b; C) - ~‘(a; C) < .- CM for all c>o (16) 
w’(b; C) - ~‘(a; C) > - CM for all c < 0. (17) 
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Let us take the case (’ .::. 0 onl! since the other case is so similar. Since 
c-a 0 I: <.I Q f /3, w(l; C) has cithcr no zeros in (a, b) or exactly two, 
and it is convenient to treat these two casts separately. 
CASE 1. w(t; C) has no zeros in (a, h). It is easy to see that ~(t; C) must 
have a local maximum in the interior (0, h) because any positive local extre- 
mum of ZL is a maximum. For if zz’(f,); C) =-= 0 and z(t,,; C) > 0, then 
w”(t,; C) = - qt,, , w(t,; C), w’(t,; C)) 
< - G1(w(t,,; C), w’(t,,; C)) 
= - K1w(to; C) < 0, 
since K1 > 0. Let the maximum of zc(t; C), say D, occur at t = d. Of course 
D 2 C. 
Define $(t) as the unique solution of 
$” + G,(ccI, $7 = 0, $qo> = 1, f(O) = 0 (18) 
Then c/(t) has a local maximum at t = 0. To the left oft = 0 its derivative is 
positive, and Eq. (18) is just 
$” +L,t,b’ + K& =0 (1% 
until $ vanishes, which cannot occur before t = - a(L, , Kl) < - a.. To the 
right of t = 0 its derivative is negative and Eq. (18) is just 
f’ + L&’ + Kpb = 0 (20) 
until + vanishes, which cannot occur before t = p(L, , Kl) > 8. 
In view of the lemma, there exists a number p E (- a(LI , K,), 0) such 
that 
*(P) 46 C) 
F(P) -=wl(a;y 
The function [~‘(a; C)/$‘(p)] #(t - a + p) is the solution of (18) which 
agrees in both value and slope with w(t; C) at t = a, hence by the lemma 
w(t; c> < #yp) sc)(t-a+p) on [a,dj, (21) 
and the derivative of w(t; C) vanishes before that of #(t - a +p). Taking 
t = d in (21) gives 
w’(a; C) 3 w(d; C) ?uP) rCl(d _ a -+ p) 2 C!uP)s (22) 
and we have 
- a(L1 , Kl) < p < d - a + p < 0. (23) 
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Similarly letting q be the number in (0, /3(La , KI)) such that 
we find that 
where 
(24) 
0 d d - 6 + q d q d B(J% , 4). (25) 
Since from (23) and (25) q -p 3 b - a, and since $(t) is such that 
Ml = id{+‘(p) - $‘Cp) : - a(& , &) d P < 4 d P(& , &), 4 -p 2 b - 4 
> 0, (26) 
it follows from (22) and (24) that (16) holds with M = MI . 
CASE 2. w(t; C) has two zeros in (a, b). Let the two zeros be tI , t, with 
t, < t, . By the uniqueness of solutions of first boundary value problems 
for (15) on all intervals of length less than (II + /3, the only solution with two 
zeros closer together than this is the trivial solution. Hence t, - t, 3 OL + /3 
and we have 
(a - t1 + /f) - (6 - t, - a) 2 6 > 0 (27) 
for some S > 0 independent of f r , t, . And from (22) and (24) with tI , t, in 
place of II, b we also have 
I w’(4; C) I > cm, i = 1 and 2, (28) 
for some m > 0 independent of tr , t, . 
Let 4, be the solution of 
v” -k G&J, 9’) 2 0, q@) = 1, p’(0) = 0. (29) 
Then QI has a local maximum at t = 0 and decreases to zero at t = - 01 and 
t = p. By the lemma, comparing - w(t; C) with the functions 
“‘@l; 0 ($(t - t, + p) 
[- P’WI 
and [- w’(t,; C)l 
9J’(- 4 
fP(t - t, - a), 
and 
w’(h c> > $(6 - t, - a) 
w(b;’ db - 5 - 4 
WY& C) < $(a - t, + 8) 
$a; C) da - t1 +8) 
then 
zc’(b; c’) d(a; C) __-_ -__ -_._- ._.. _. \ v’(h f,t ,tj ___ ______._ cp’(a t, -t /3) ) ----. 
[- ZC(b; C)] [--- w(u; C)] . I fp(b - t, LX) ‘I,(” --- t, -/- /3) \ 
< - M, < 0 (30) 
for some Ma independent oft, , t, , in view of (27). But 
[- w(a; C)] = [- w(b; C)] 3 [-~yy lp(b - t, - a), (31) 
by the lemma. Using (31) and (28) in (30) gives (16) with 
jpf = m:U2db - tz - 4 
v’(- 4 ’ 
Thus (16) holds for all C > 0. Similarly (17) holds for all C < 0 and (13) 
clearly follows, and the theorem is proved. 
4. UNQUENESS RESULTS 
In [I] some uniqueness results were found which stated that (1) has no 
more than one periodic solution of period p if (i) K, < 0 or (ii) KI > 0 and 
P < 2W2 9 &4 -!- P& > &)I. H ere we obtain a different kind of uniqueness 
theorem for we seek conditions which guarantee (1) has at most one periodic 
solution of any period. 
THEOREM 3. Letf(t, y, y’) be continuous on 
[%~)X(--~,~)X(-~,~) 
and satisfy (L) there. (1) has no more than one almost periodic solution if any 
one of the following conditions holds : 
(1) K2<0 
(2) Kl > 0 and one of 
(2a) c@a , K,) = -+ 00 
P) /WI , 4) = + ~0 
(24 a@,, K2) + B(J% , K2) < 0~) and 
e(Ll/2)8&.K*) e---1~12bx~&Kl~ 
(K,)l’2 ’ (IQ”2 
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PROOF. Suppose there were two distinct a.p. (almost periodic) solutions 
yr(t), ya(t). Then their difference x(t) is a.p. and satisfies 
where 
x”(t) $ F(t, z(t), a’(t)) = 0, 
F(t, 2, 4 =f(t, z + r,(t), 2’ t Ye(t)) -f(t, Y2(0> Y;(t))* 
F satisfies (L) with the same constants as J and moreover F(t, 0,O) = 0. 
Because z(t) is a.p. it is bounded and cannot be monotone for all t beyond 
any given finite point. Unless z’(t) -i 0, this requires that z’(t) have arbitrarily 
large zeros. 
If K, < 0 and if x’(c) = 0 when Z(C) > 0, then 
- z”(c) = F(t, z(c), z’(c)) .$ &z(c) < 0. 
This states that any positive extremum of z is a local minimum, and in the 
same way it is seen that any negative extremum is a local maximum. One is 
led to an obvious contradiction which establishes (1). 
In a similar way it is found that if rC, I;> 0, then any positive extremum of z 
is a local maximum and any negative extremum is a local minimum. Thus z 
is oscillatory in form, i.e., has infinitely many zeros. Either of the conditions 
(2a) or (2b) implies that uniqueness holds for first boundary value problems on 
any finite interval, which contradicts z(t) having two zeros. 
The remaining cases are somewhat more complicated. Let us numher the 
zeros of z so that at t, , z(t,,) --- 0, d(t,,) > 0 and t, is the kth zero after t,, . 
Because of uniqueness for first boundary value problems on intervals of 
length less than cu(L, , Kz) ‘- ,‘W, , K,) - h vvc are a uniform lower bound on 
the distance between zeros. 
From the definition of the t, we know z(t) > 0 on (t,, , t,,,,), z’(t,,) >, 0, 
and z(t) < 0 on (t,k-I , t,,), ~‘(t,,-,) < 0. As we have noted, if z’(c) -7 0, 
Z(C) > 0, then Z”(C) CC 0. This implies the uniqueness of the maximum of 
z(t) on [t,, , tD&j which we call M,, . Similarly z(t) has a unique minimum 
- ilZa+r on [t,,-, , t,,J. The conditions (2c), (2d) will bc shown to imply that 
the Mk arc strictly decreasing, rcspectivcly increasing, in k which evidently 
implies a is not a.p. 
Let us introduce the new variable x 7 t -- t,, and let y(x) be the solution 
of 
Y” + G,(Y,Y’) = 0 
Y(0) = 0, y’(0) = z’(t,J. 
409!‘23’3-6 
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The lemma implies that x’(x) has a zero bcforc y’(s) dots and that y(x) : I z(x) 
for s . 0 and z(x) 0. ‘l’hus, the maximum of 2, JM,, , is less than that ofy. 
Since 11’ ’ 0, 3: 0, F is a solution of 
y” _I- /,ly' + I;=,y = 0 
and the maximum occurs at .x -- a(L, , K,) by definition: 
y(ar(L, , KJ) > II&, . 
In the same way with 
u” -/- L,u’ -.- K,u = 0 
u(0) = 0, u’(O) = ~‘(cx.), 
we find 
Then 
Kzr-1 - J%r; > - u(-- Wl , 4)) - Y(& , 4)). 
An easy calculation yields 
- UC- Iv1 9 Kc?)) - Y(4LlY Kl)) 
= z’(t,,) 
[ 
&IZML,.K,) e-(L,/2h CL,. KJ 
(K,)1’2 - I (K,)“Z * 
Condition (2~) says that 
M,,-, - l&k: > z’(t,,) A,, > 0, (32) 
where A,, is a positive constant depending only on the Lipschitz constants. In 
the same way one finds 
:K1i - Ktk+l > - Z’(t,,+,) A, > 0, (33) 
whcrc A, is a positive constant depending only on the Lipschitz constants. 
This completes the proof for condition (2~). The proof for condition (2d) 
is so similar that the details are omitted. 
5. CONVERGENCE AND STABILITY 
In this section we shall discuss the global asymptotic convergence of 
solutions of (1). Some necessary and some sufficient conditions are obtained 
which yield convergence of solutions of (1) for all f which satisfy (L) with 
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given Lipschitz constants. The phenomenon implies the global asymptotic 
stability of any periodic solution which happens to exist. We also give some 
conditions which guarantee the instability of periodic solutions. 
The convergence results were obtained forf linear in y and y’ by Levin [2] 
and Opial[3]. Our treatment of the nonlinear case is roughly the same though 
some portions arc quite different. There are a number of results on conver- 
gence of solutions for specific equations such as the forced Lienard equation. 
The recent paper of Rridgland and Waltman [9] gives some results of this 
type and references to other work along these lines. Our theorems apply to 
such an equation though naturally the use of a specific form permits weak 
conditions to be imposed. 
THEOREM 4. For the global asymptotic concergence of the solutions of (1) 
for alif (t, y,y’) w zc are continuous and satisfy (L) on h’ h 
[a, co> x (- a, cc) x (- ~0, a), 
it is necessary that L, > 0, Kl > 0 and it is sufficient ;f in addition 
(1) LIZ 2 4& 
or 
(2) LS2 2 4K, and 
eu,/2h3(L,,K,) e-(L1/2MLI,KJ 
(K2)1’2 > (K#‘” - 
PROOF. First we show the conditions are necessary. The equation 
r”+L,y’+&y=O 
has the null solution and with initial conditions y(a) = 0, y’(a) > 0, it 
has a nontrivial solution with y’(t) > 0 for all t < OL(& , KJ. Clearly, it 
is necessary for convergence that cu(L, , Kr) < co. This requires Kr > 0 and 
ifL, < 0, it aIso requires 4Kr < L12. On the other hand, if& <G 0, the solu- 
tion 
e-(‘1/2)(‘-~) sinh(t - a) L12 - K1Y2 4 
does not converge to zero. Thus both L, > 0, Kr > 0 are necessary. 
CASE 1. Here we suppose 4K2 <LIZ in addition to L, > 0, Kl > 0. This 
impIies j?(L, , K,) = + co so that all first boundary value problems have 
unique solutions. Since this implies that two integral curves of (l), n(t), 
yf(t), cannot intersect more than once, wc can take them so that the difference 
z(t) := y,(l) jT2(l) is positive for all t h for suitable h. z(t) satisfies 
Zyt) -7. qt, z(t), z’(r)) 0 
where 
F satisfies (I,) with the same constants as f and F(t, 0,O) . ..I 0. Then 
0 - d'(t) -' F(t, z(t), z'(t)) :::: x"(t) I- G&(t), z'(t)). 
Let us define u’(t) as the solution of 
w” $ G1(w, w’) = 0 
w(b) = x(b), w’(b) = z’(b). 
If z’(b) > 0, then 
w" + L,w' + K,w = 0 
w(b) = z(b), w'(b) = z'(b) 
has a solution with w’(t) > 0, u(t) > 0 up to a point c where w’(c) = 0 and 
c - b >< a(L, , KJ < co. Lemma 1 asserts that z’(t) vanishes before w’(t) 
does. Thus we might as well suppose x’(b) < 0. 
Now 
w' + Lzw' + K,w = 0 
w(b) -: z(b), w'(b) = z'(b) < 0 
has a solution with w’(t) < 0, z.(t) > 0 for all t > h. Writing 
r1 = -- - --- _ j#' I 




it is easy to see w(t) - O(e~t). By Lemma 1, w(t) > x(t) > 0 for all t > b. 
The convergence of w(t) to zero implies that of z(t). 
Any positive extremum of z is a strict local maximum (because K1 5 0) 
and since z’(b) < 0 and z(t) > 0 for i 2 b, it follows that z’(t) < 0 for.all 
t > ZJ. Thus for t > h 
0 = z" + F(t, z, z') < Z" + G,(z, z') = Z" + L,z' + K,z. 
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For x > b let us consider the solution of 
yw $L,y’ + IQ = 0 
y’(b) = z’(b) < 0, y(x) = z(x) > 0. 
Since p(L, , K,) = -I- cc, it easily follows that y(t) > 0 on [b, x]. The same 
argument used for z’(t) above shows that y’(t) <c 0 on (b, x]. Thus y is a 
solution ofy” + G,(y, y’) = 0 and l’hcorem 4 of [7] implies y ,> z on [b, x]. 
0 < (z - y)” $ L,(z - y)’ + K,(z - y), 
so if we let u = z’ - y’ and g = u’ f L1u, then 
u’(t) $L&) = g(t) > I(,(Y(O - #>> 2 0 
u(b) = 0. 
The explicit solution of the equation is 
u(t) = K, fg(s) cxp{L,(s - t)} ds 
b 
from which it is obvious that 0 > z’(t) 3 y’(t) on [6, x]. In particular, 
] x’(x) 1 < I Y’(X) 1 . We shall prove that as x tends to co, y’(x) tends to zero. 
where 
y(q = ye+b) -1. ,je+b), 
l’2 
2 
Ll v2=--+ -- 
( 
L12 _ K2)1’2s 
2 4 
From the boundary conditions we find 
and 
z’(b) y=-- -38 
Ul Vl 
y’(x) = vly&z-b) + v2 8e”+b). 
Since 0 > v2 > v1 , we see 
Se d-b) = ~(.+a)) = qe+b)) 
ye 
q(s-b) = qeq(r-b)) + q,+) e(~~-~2)~z-b))m 
Tlms J’(,s) tends to xcro as v tends to C*J implying that a’(.~) also tends to 
zero. 
(‘.\SE 2. I-Icrc n-c s~~pposc L,’ 4Kr which implies p(I,a , Kr) . . 0c. 
0ncc again we consider the ditfcrcnce z(f) of two integral curves. The con- 
dition requires z(t) to be oscillatory for if ,X(C) :;.: 0, with Z’(C) f 0 if Z(C) :: 0, 
then the solution 3’ of 
4’” -- cqy, y’) - 0 
Y(C) = 44, y’(c) = a’(c) 
has its first zero after z does, and because the distance between consecutive 
zeros of y is .r(L, , KJ -!- /3(1,, Kr) .< cc, J does have a zero. A similar 
argument works if Z(C) :<I 0. These arguments establish a uniform upper 
bound on the distance between zeros of Z. 
Let us number the zeros of z so that at t, , a(tJ = 0, z’(t,) :I> 0, and t, 
is the izth zero after f,, . The situation is precisely that of the previous theorem 
in case (2~). Wc conclude as in that proof with AZ,: being the maximum abso- 
lute value of z(t) attained on [t,; , t,.,] that 
lT!f2p-1 - N,, > z’(t,,) A, > 0 (32) 
.I&: - Mpkll 2 - z’(t,& A, > 0, (33) 
where A,, A, are positive constants independent of k. The iv, are decreasing 
and bounded below hence converge. This and (32), (33) imply i z’(t,J 1 + 0 
as h --f co. From the uniform upper bound on the distance t,+, --. 2, between 
zeros of z(t) it is easy to see that thcrc exists a quantity C, depending only 
upon the Lipschitz constants, such that 
! z(t) ’ + ; x’(t) ! ::1, c ; z’(tJ ; for t, ,< t < t,,, , 
from which it now follows that both z(t) and z’(t) tend to zero as t+ CO. 
THEOREM 5. Supposef (t, y, y’) is continuous on 
[a, mJ3) x (- x, 00) x (- ~7~) 
and satis-es (L) there. If (1) has a periodic solution, then it is unstable if 
(i) ar(L, , K,) = + 03 and K, f 0 
or 
(ii) 4h , KJ + B(L2 , KJ < ~0 and 
e-(LpIzML~.K~) e(L,/2k3(L,,K,) 
WP 
) (K&1/2 ' 
PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF J’” +f(t,J.‘, y’) = 0 513 
PROOF. We shall just sketch the proof. 
Let a(t) be the periodic solution and u(t) any integral curve of (1) with 
u(a) = ~(a) and ~‘(a) arbitrarily close to, but greater than, ~‘(a). Let 
a=u-v. 
For case (i) compare z to the solution y of 
y” + by’ + K,Y = 0 
Y(U) = a y’(u) - Z’(U). 
The hypotheses imply 
for Y > 0, and Lemma 1 says that z(t) 3 y(t) for all t > a. Sincey is unbound- 
ed, v is unstable. 
In case (ii) the first condition requires z to be oscillatory. As in Theorem 3 
denote the zeros of x by t, and successive maxima of 1 z 1 by Mk . Since (ii) 
implies (2d) of Theorem 3 we conclude as there that 
for a positive constant A. The increasing Mk are in fact unbounded for 
otherwise 1 z’(trc) 1 + 0 which, arguing as in Theorem 4, implies z(t) -+ 0 
as t + co, a contradiction. Since z becomes unbounded as t + 03, v is 
unstable. 
The phenomenon of convergence can be used for the computation of 
periodic solutions and for numerical evidence of the existence of a solu- 
tion. For example, the equation 
y”(t) + 0.2y’(t) + h(y(t)) y(t) = Q (1 - cos t) 
v)= - 1 




1.5 if +<JJ 
is convergent. Here L, = L, = 0.2, Kl = 1, K, = 1.5. It is easily verified 
that condition (2) of Theorem 4 holds. Thus if the equation has a periodic 
solution, then it is unique and all integral curves converge to it. Since the 
forcing term is of period 2rr, we can numerically integrate the equation with, 
say, y(O) = a, y'(O) = 0 an d examine the value and slope at multiples of 27~. 
‘I’hcy appear to convcrgc, indicating a solution of period 2~. A few values are 
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